CASE STUDY 2
WEATHER MODIFICATION: THE EVOLUTION OF AN R&D
PROGRAM INTO A MILITARY OPERATION

Weather -"
Modification:
the Evolution of an R&D Program into a Weapon System
In an obscure Vietnamese publication on the history of the battle of
Dien Bien Phu, the following notation appears under the entry for
Apri 1 23, (1954)
The General Staff of General Navarre sent a radio message to
{General)Cogny informing him that on April 24, 150 baskets of
activated charcoal and 150 bags of ballast would be flown from
Paris for the making of artificial rain aimed at impeding our
movement and supply. (1)
Assum:ing the event took place as reported, it had no known effect
or consequences. It is interesting to recall that french forces
apparently had initiated the use of chemical agents in World War I
in a similarly amateurish fashion(~on this occasion the consequences
were fortunately not the same.
't\te.

In\summer of 1972, however, it was reported that the United States had
been using weather modification techniques in the Indochina War from
1967~hrough 1972 in an effort to increase rainfall as an adjunct to
military operations. (3) Several U.S.Congressional Hearings then
followed, both in the Senate and the House, and in one of these two
years later in 1974, an official administration confirmation of the
program was made (4). With these events as stimulii weather and climate
modification and environmental warfare entered onto the scene of international concern and coincidentally also rapidly into international negotiations. Pressure from the US Congress, which was at the time concerned
with several
exotic forms of US military usage in the Indochina
theater was one factor. But a more important one was probably the coincidence of the ongoing but lagging US/USSR SALT (Strategic Arms Limitation Talks) and the felt political need in both the US and the USSR to
provide for new agreements at forthcoming summit meetings that were
anticipated in the middle-1970's. This situation served to'direct more
government attention to the subject than might otherwise have occured.
There is a
of weather
going back
a synoptic

small but useful literature on the international implications
modification including its potential use as a weapon (5),.
to Gordon MacDonald's alerting paper in 1968 (6). Nevertheless
study by the US National Academy of Sciences (NAS) in 1973
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entitled Weather and Climate Modification, Problems and Prospects contained some few scattered paragraphs concerning military aspects of
weather modification, amounting, in total, to perhaps a single page of
material among its 258 pages. (7). There were brief summaries of the
interests of the US military services in weather modification;
A portion of the United States Navy program in weather modification
is devoted to the logistic and flight support of the joint N 0 A AI
Navy research program on hurricane modification (Project Stormfury).
In addition, it supports studies of cloud and fog dissipation and
the development of pyrotechnic seeding devices. The Office of Naval
Research has for many years supported several basic research programs·
in atmospheric electricity, some of which are relevant to the
possibility of artificially modifying lightning from thunderstorms.
The United States Army is involved in studies of fog dissipation,
atmospheric electricity, and convective cloud dynamics.
The United States Air Force is similarly interested in the dynamics
of convective cloud systems that affect the flight of aircraft and
missiles and the dissipation of fogs and low stratus clouds. It has
also participated in Project Stormfury. During the course of this
study, no attempt was made by the Panel to examine classified
experimental programs or to ascertain the existence of classified
experimental programs in weather modification.
and there was a very brief reference to use in war:
In considering the prospect of controlled weather modification, we
are acutely aware that just because science and technology may
develop the capability to modify weather there is no reason to
assume that society should automatically use that capability. Weather
modification appears to be one way of achieving certain goals ...
possible applications of weather modification for aggressive
military purppses provide further urgent reasons for pursuing
international agreement on activities that could seriously affect
the weather of regions beyond national borders. (Emphasis in
original).
What is altogether remarkable in this is the admission by the National
Academy of Sciences Review Panel that II ... no attempt was made ... to
ascertain the existence of classified experimental programs
no less
the actual experience of US military usage -- despite the fact that ~he
Academy study was published in 1973, a full three years after the first
disclosure of such operations in 1970 in the Pentagon Papers, and a year
after their further disclosure in 1972. In addition the National Science
Foundation (NSF), held the statuatory responsibility to support research
and evaluation in the field of weather modification, and II ... serves as
coordinator of the entire Federal effort in weather modification", and the
NSF's IISpecial Commission on Weather Modification is expected to playa
major role'in treating matters of national weather modification policy
ll

--

within the Government structure. 1I (8J The preface to the NAS Review
Panel IS study itself noted that
... there were distressing but persuasive indications brought
to light in the July 1972 Hearings on Prohibiting Military
Weather Modification (S.R. 281) before the Subcommittee on
Ocean and International Environment of the Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations that operational weather-modification
activities we~e carried out in Southeast Asia in support of
military operations during the late 1960s. (The record of
these hearings must rank among the more astounding testimony
ever presented before the Congress.) (9)

~

Nevertheless the Academy study clearly avoided any examination of these
questions at the same time as it could afford the presentation of lengthy
appendices and detailed statistical analyses of individual examples of
weather modification experiments.~ (10) The compromising effects of that
negligence can be demonstrated by an even more serious event that took
place at the same time involving a National Security Council study:
A special interagency panel recently completed a year-long
analysis of the potential ecological and environmental dangers
of weather modification and no information about the Air Force
rainmaking activities in Southeast Asia was provided to it.
The panel was headed by Herman Pollack, director of the State
Department's Bureau of International Scientific and International
Affairs.
The report, which also dealt with civilian uses of weather
modification, was handed over to' the White House staff of Henry
A.Kissinger, President Nixon's adviser for national security.
One source said the members concluded, in effect, IIthat they
couldn't make a really useful report because most of them did
not have access to the classified information.1I (11)
It required the press and then the Congress to perform the function for
which the government's own scientific advisory apparatus existed but
abdicated its responsibility, and it remained for a 1975 Canadian working
paper to the United Nations Conference of the Committee on Disarmament
(CCD) in Geneva to present a list of 19 types of direct and indirect
modification techniques aimed at the atmosphere, oceans, and land which
could- conceivably be used as methods of environmental warfare. (12)
In the relevant literature which does exist, one topic has, however, e>caped
attention entirely. That is a description of the way in which a specific
research and development program and the context of government policy and
decisions regarding it, albeit with overlapping civic utilities, evolved
into an operational weapons system. Other authors have discussed potential
mechanisms of environmental warfare, weather and climate modification, or
What is additionally remarkable is that the Chairman of the National
Academy panel and the author of this preface was Thomas F.Malone, who
in all likelihood was fully acquainted with the military operations and
decisions behind them from his long experience as a consultant to the
Oefense Science Board on questions dealing with weather.
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weather modification. It seems more useful, however, rather than
to make general hypothetical statements about the possibility of causing

earthquakes or of melting the polar ice-cap some time far off in the
future, to describe a process that has already taken place and to in~icate the extreme ease and rapidity with which an entirely new form of
warfare -- with enormous long range implications -- came into use
The Development of a Context for an R&D Program in One Nation
The beginning of experimental weather modification is credited to the
first forced precipitation of rain-"cloud seeding"
by Vincent Schaefer
useing dry ice in 1946. The following year the same effect was demonstrated by Bernard Vonnegut using silver iodide crystals (13). Attention
by the Dept. of Defense was rapid: a report of a Panel on Meteorology of
the Defense Department1s Research and Development board was however,
sceptical of claims for the new technology. Public attention in connection
with military usage was also rapid and set a pattern of extravagant and
fanciful images of power and danger that would continue for twenty years:
Army, Navy and Air Force are spending close to a million dollars
a year on weather modification and their tremendous interest
suggests that military applications extend far beyond visiting
a few showers upon an enemy. It does not require a sharp mind
to figure out that wartime storms might readily be infected with
virulent bacteriological and radiological substances. (14)
In 1953 a President1s Advisory Committee on ~leather Control was established
to determine lithe extent to which the United States should experiment with'
engage in, or regulate activities designed to control weather conditions".
A US Navy officer, Capt. H.T. Orville, became chairman of this Advisory
Committee, and its report to the President in 1957 contained several secur~"'e.l0f",
ity deletions. (15) The report,Aapparently led to a "major cut in research
support across the board by (the) Defense Department", and it was in the
following year that the National Science Foundation, a civilian agency,
was designated the "lead agency" for research in weather modification. (16)
If the recommendations of this committee regarding the military utilization
of' weather modification was negative, it would have been quite notable at
the time. Another civilian advisory committee had urged the full and rapid
development of instruments of Chemical and Biological warfare by the US
Army in 1955, (17) and this was by and large the nature of the recommendations of nearly every single presidential scientific advisory committee
in the years 1954 to 1960, irrespective of the particular military-technological issue in question. (18) Orville stated that "If an unfriendly

nation gets into a position to control the large-scale weather patterns
before we can, the results could be more disastrous than nuclear warfare." (19) Orville also reported that the USSR
'" had conducted numerous unpublicized but still detectable
experiments apparently aimed at finding ways to speed melting
of polar icecaps; and has even offered to join the United
States in a project to turn the Arctic Ocean into a sort of
warm water lake by melting the polar icecap.
This may have referred to the 1957 Soviet suggestion to build a dam
across the Bering Straight, ·to pump warmer Pacific water into the colder
Arctic, and at times to reverse the flow to "cancel out" the Greenland,
Labrador and other cold ocean currents (20). Such a scheme, which
would have changed wind, rainfall, and climatological patterns across
the entire western hemisphere and the entire northern hemisphere as well,
can only be considered simple mindedness of the most heroic, epic, and
monstrous proportions, in the very worst tradition of the attempt to
apply any technology, without consideration of consequences. As we will
see, it was instrumental in prontpt..~
the largest weather modification
R&D program in the Dept. of Defense. Besides that, it was the most
excellent ammunition for those who were only too delighted to be able to
point to a Soviet "weather threat." Dr. Edward Teller - a frequent
participant of many of these campaigns - could serve up the following
vision to a US Senate Preparedness Subcommittee: "Please imagine, a
world ... where the (Soviets) can change the rainfall over Russia ... and
influence the rainfall in our country in an adverse manner." (21)
Dr. Henry G. Houghton of the Dept of Meteorology, Masachusetts Institute
of Technology, spelled out this image in somewhat more detail:
I shudder to think of the consequences of prior Russian discovery
of a feasible method of weather control •.. International control
of weather modification will be essential to. the safety of
the world as control of nuclear energy is now. Unless we remain
ahead of Russia in meteorology research the prospects for
international agreements on weather control will be poor indeed.
An unfavorable modification of our climate in the guise of a
peaceful effort to improve Russia's climate could seriously
weaken our economy and ability to resist." (22)
Weather warfare scenarios were presented, and concepts of "meteorological
deterrence and parity" were invoked. Members of Congress themselves
also joined the chorus of exhortation. Senator L.B.Johnson (then Chairman
of a
Senate Committee on Space) told the Congress "From space one
could control the earths weather, cause drought and floods, change tides
and raise the level of the seas, make temperate climates frigid." (23)

.

~
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A U.S. congressman, speaking on behalf of legislation to provide funds
for weather modification experimentation, offered among his reasons
for supporting the bills the following:
In the fourth place, we need this legislation and appropriation
because we must beat Russia to the punch ... America could
become as subject to Russia's whims as a rat in a laboratory
to an experimenter. If Russia beats us to the punch on learning
how to control the natural laws governing weather changes, they
could conceivably produce a drought over our whole continent or
a disastrous flood. We know that the Russians are devoting
great energy and scientific talent to learning how to control
the weather. It is urgent that the United States not fall behind
in this race. (24)
The extravagant and near-hysterical 1anguage was not(Gtypi ca 1 of certai n
political quarters in the United States in the late 1950's, as it had
also been some half dozen years earlier. It was the period, however, in
which the "Red Threat" of a previously relatively undifferentiated
political context took on new dimensions of a military/technological
character. It was the period of numerous analogous alarms: the "sputnik",
an anticipated "missile gap", space warfare, and others. The allegation
of Soviet military research efforts in some particular area -- in this
case totally unsubstantiated
with the promise of the direst consequences
should the US come in second in the race was a common component of this
genre.
J

The peak of hysteria would seem to have been reached in a 1960 article
in the U.S.Naval Institute Proceedings. Its theme repeated some sixteen
times in an eight page article was succinct: "the threat".
The lowest price for procrastination in this regard (immediate
establishment of a rigorous atmosphere research program) will
be political, economic, social and military paralysis. The
highest price will be absolute obedience to the leaders in the
Kremlin. (25)
It was nothing less than a matter of pure survival. The other side's
intent to use the capability as a weapon -- immediately as it obtained
that capability, without any need of special provocation
was stated
as a certainty. All that mattered was who obtained the capability first,
the US or the USSR. The other side was working hard at the problem and
it was "ahead". No evidence had to be supplied to support that claim,
which duplicated numerous analogous claims that were made year-in, year-out
in testimony for annual budget appropriation requests for the Department
of Defense~ or for various of the military services; only the claim, or
the suggestion that the other side was "ahead" in this or that area

of research. Moreover, ones own research was innocent, while a similar
claim on the part of the antagonist was "largely propagandistic," a
theme which would also be retained for many years.
"Officials say current Pentagon research ... is limited to rainmaking, rain suppression, and hail and fog dispersal. The latter
is useful in controlling flying weather ... The Soviets claim
their weather research is only for peaceful purposes - a claim

the Pentagon calls 'largely propagandistic'. A spokesman says
the Soviets are conducting extensive work on weather alteration
which could be used in military operations." (26)
Should the other side achieve the capability first, it would be used for
that very reason, and the Hest would be defenseless, doomed, destroyed.
An infinitely more balanced assessment in a military periodical in 1975
sti 11 put a heavy emphas i s on Sovi et efforts: "Sci entists, especially
in the USSR, are working on methods for altering weather and climate.
This branch of science has a vast potential for good -- as for catastrophe," and claimed that the Soviet weather modification program was
the "busiest" in the world. (27) The article pointed out that government
wittnesses have stated "that America will not use cl imate modification
schemes as weapons, but have refused to rule out all weather modification
techni ques, carefully di s ti ngui shi ng between cl imate and weather. II The
military quickly introduced its two most reliable objections, the
verification issue, and "defensive" uses. "How would one nation detect
enemy violations? Should a country be banned from making or dispersing
fog to rescue encircled troops?" The U.S.Navy, in its appropriations
justifications claims that it is doing "defensive" weather modification
research: "Potential enemies ... (may) ... produce environmental conditions
which benefit their own forces or limit the effectiveness of our forces."
Suggestions to ban the use of weather modification for war or to remove
relevant R&D from military sponsorship were reported to have "encountered
considerable opposition from the Pentagon", which in fact they had, though
this was now after the US use of weather modification in Indochina had
been publicly acknowledged by the government. (28)
These is no publicly available information by which one can assess whether
the US had any conception of th-e nature or scope of a Soviet military weather modification

pro~am

in the 1950's and 1960's.

Brief

summaries of the USSR's civilian R&D program were published in the Weather
Modification Annual Reports published by the National Science Foundation,
and then in the Summary Reports, Weather Modification of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) when that agency was formed
in 1969 to become the nations lead agency for R&D in this area. (29) Unclassified USSR studies in the basic and applied meteorological sciences

~
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were also available for study. (30). On the other hand, public descriptions of US military weather modification interest O~ R&D programs
seemed quite formidable; if anything they seemed to get notably calme~
with the years. The first hurricane seeding experiments under Project
Stormfury, utilizing military aircraft and the collaboration of the
military servicestbegan in 1961. (31) In 1963 Adm. William F. Raborn J
previously responsable for the Polaris SLBM development program and then
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Development, included the following
description in an article titled IINew Horizons of Naval Research and
Development
The possibilities for the military employment of the II wea ther
weapon may be as di verse as they are numerous. An abi 1 ity to
control the weather could introduce greater changes in warfare
than those which occurred in 1945 with the explosion of the
first nuclear weapons.
A severe storm or hurricane striking a naval force may well
inflict greater damage than could an enemy. The capability to
change the direction of destructive storms and guide them toward
enemy concentrations may exist in the future arsenal of the naval
tactical dommander.
Ground, sea, air, and amphibious operations might be supported
by the dissipation of fog or clouds, or by the production of
rain or drought. Conversely, the creation of solid, lowovercasts might be used to conceal troop concentrations, movements,
and task force deployments. Large-scale weather control techniques might be used to cause extensive flooding in strategic
areas or even to bring a new "iceage upon the enemy. By
influencing the ionosphere and atmosphere simultaneously,
magnetic,acoustic, and pressure effects might be generated in
such a way that oceanwide sweeping of mines would occur.
ll

ll

ll

We already have taken our first steps toward developing an
environmental warfare capability. We are using satellite weather
data from Tiros II for current, tactical operations and more
accurate, long-range weather predictions. Some experiments in
fog dissipation have shown promise, and some exploratory research
has been conducted on ways to change the heading of major storms.
For these reasons -- and because our
advances in science make
it reasonable -- we are now engaged in planning a ten-year,
comprehensive study of the atmosphere, a stu~y which we will
designate ATMOS. This plan will be coordinated with our TENOC
oceanographic studies. (31)
The House Committee on Science and Astronautics in praising the
weather photographs of the Tiros Satellite program that Adm. Raborn
had referred to added another flourish: they " ... could lead to an
early weather control capability ... which would provide the United States
with a great deterrent to war." (33). Adm. Raborn1s language combines
descriptio~, prognostication and presumably the hope of achieving (with
(u,d
no indications of fear of) --/with the, relative degrees of these compo-

nents remalnlng indecipherable -- an extraordinary range of very powerful capabil ities.
The consequences of finding
a statement of this nature authored by the senior military officer responsible
for R&D programs in one of the Soviet Military services is inconceivGt"·
able.
A 1972 statement by USAF [Robert T. March was a good deal more
restrained.
Lastly, contributions of military R&D to weather research will
focus on what might be the least appreciated of all the disciplines.
Military R&D programs in meteorology include weather observing and
forecasting, weather-data processing and dissemination, meteorological
equipment development, computerized flight planning, atmospheric
research, the Standard Atmosphere, and fog dissemination. These
topics will be reviewed and discussed in terms of both present and
future inputs. (341·
There is also an extremely important point to be noted here which applies
to many different R&D programs. Those who had raised the spectre in the
late 1950's in Congress of Soviet weather R&D programs did not supply any
evi dence for the mi 1itary nature of that program. None was necessary for
that audience; the intent was simply taken for granted. However, on
scientific grounds, the same basic research would serve for both "civil"
and "military" applications, for "defensive" and "offensive" ones. As early
as 1961 a RAND report on weather modification emphasized the complexity of
atmospheric processes and the interrelationship of modification and prediction. Two of the most expert government advisors in the area of weather
modification have been absolutely explicit on this question in the context
of the ~ research program:
Dr. Robert W.White, Administrator of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration:
lilt is not possiole to draw-clear distinctions between research and
technological development on weatlier modification for hostile and
non-hostile purposes." (35)
Dr. Thomas F.Malone, Cflairman, National Academy of Sciences Review Panel
on Weather and Climate Modification:
"I do not think military research should be explicitly prohibited
because (a) it is almost impossible to differentiate between
research directed at beneficial use and research directed at
fashioning geophysical weaponry; (b) our national civilian
effort in this field would be seriously disrupted because we
freely intermingle military and civilian resources; and (c)
our military forces must have expert scientific competence to
fulfill their role in providing national security." (36)
Without contradicting the above assessments, the US Dept. of Defense has,
however, argued for the maintenance of its own weather modification R&D

(9L

- 10 programs.
liThe DoD research and development effort in weather modification is
conducted because of two major defense interests: (1) protecting personnel and resources against weather hazards, thus improving our
operational capabilities: and (2) guarding against technological
surprise by increasing our understanding of the capabilities any
potential adversary might possess in this area ....
The DoD must retain the option to conduct RDT&E in those areas
of atmospheric sciences, including weather modification, which offer
the greatest potential contribution to solving problems associated
with weapons systems and tactical and strategic operations. In the
existing structure of our government, mission-oriented executive
departments can ill afford to have their programs directed by, or
priorities established by, another government agency. (37)
These same issues can be examined in two other ways. The first is via the
question of expenditure levels for military weather modification programs.
Around 1960, just when the grandiose claims were being made for the potentials
of military weather modification, there were several claims that US, Dept.
of Defense funding for "wea ther modification" amounted to less than two
million dollars per year. Even in 1960 this would have to be considered
a trifling sum. However this amount was only the "unclassified" funding,
and there was no way to know what fraction of the total it was.
News reports of classified military weather modification activities
indicate that the costs reported by the Defense Department are only
a fraction of total DOD weather modification expenditures ..•.
classified weather modification activities are not included in
table 2. (Agency 'Funding for Weather Modification) and, as indicated
(38)
earl i er, these may be substantial.
II

The question of what the military budget for weather modification is,
classified or unclassified, would also seem to matter a good deal on a
matter of definition: which meteorological research was considered directly
relevant to weather modification, or even more, intended to directly support
a program in it. For example: To what degree does knowledge obtained in
such operations as the massive sea-state and atmospheric interaction studies
known as "GLOMEX," "BOMEX," IINORPAX" (39) or in weather satellite programs (40)
contribute to the understanding of suitable conditions for weather modification, or of its effects? Such studies entail very large expenditures, and
are often jointly funded by a military service' (the U.S.Navy, for example)
and the National Science Foundation. They are also often programmed as part
of such international ventures as the "International Decade of Ocean Exploration.
the Foundation has supported a number of research projects
joi ntly wi th uni ts of the Department of Defense but ••• none of
these was of a classified nature. The jointly supported projects
might be divided into two groups for purposes

of discussion. In the first group are research projects...
of interest to the Foundation for their potential contribution
to the advancement of basic scientific knowledge, and at the
same time ... of interest to the Department of Defense for
their potential contribution to its mission ...
In the second group are research projects, normally on a larger
scale, in which joint support includes the physical involvement
of manpower or equipment or facilities of one of the supporting
agencies. Projects in this group typically are supported by
a number of agencies as in the case of the International
Geophysical Year, the International Indian Ocean Expedition,
and the International Years of the Quiet Sun, each of which
represented a national commitment to support an international
research program. Current programs of this type are the Antarctic
Research Program and the newer Global Atmospheric Research
Program (GARP). A major research project undertaken by the US
under the aegis of GARP is the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteroologica1 Experiment (BOMEX) in which five other departments and
agencies, in addition to Defense and the Foundation, are participating. A similar program, a precursor to GARP, was the Line
Islands Experiment in the Pacific in 1967, in which a number of
the same agencies, including Defense and the Foundation, participated. (41)

~

One can also ask to what degree the general interest in weather phenomena
by the traditional military services is relevant to "modification". (42) It
may be relevant to a very considerable degree, nevertheless it is clear
that the above mentioned three Military or combined ~ilitary/civilian large
scale meteorological research programs:
- sea state and atmospherical interaction studies:
- meteorological satellite programs;
- weather prediction for routine military operations;
all have major intrinsic purposes of their owne
liheir planing and
funding as research programs may have had no intention to provide information for adaptation in a weather modification program. On the other hand,
such programs as Project Stormfury, the turning or dissipation of hurricane
centers, are completely identical to the often suggested use of the same
weather phenomena as a weapon. (~3). In addition, if one looks at the Air
Force Defense Research Sciences Program and the description of one of its
thirteen budgetary sub-elements, Atmospheric Sciences, one discovers that
the paragraph describing its duties contains the following missions: ...
to improve environmental prediction techniques used to support various
military functions; and to modify the environment to enhance military operation." (44) The knowledge gained in the first is necessary to accomplish
the second. From the point of view of capability, it probably would not
matter if the mission definition did not contain the latter half of the
statement. Similarly the crucial question is not the amount of funding that
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is rigorously defined as for "modification or the portion that is
classified, or which agency carries it out, but the intention of the
program that gathers the knowledge base, and its utilization and application. (45)
li

,

Another way in which this question can be examined in some detail is
through what is probably the major relevant project that was funded by
the US Dept. of Defense. Beginning in 1969, ARPA, the Advanced Research
Projects Agency in the U.S. Department of Defense, began funding a project
called "Nile Blue (Climate Modification Research)."
The
official statement describing that project states:
Since it now appears highly probable that major world powers have
the ability to create modifications of climate that might be seriously
detrimenta 1 to the securi ty of thi s countr.y'~· the NILE BLUE subproject
was established in FY 70 to achieve a U.S.capability to
1. evaluate all consequences of a variety of possible actions that
might modify the climate;
detect trends in the global circulation which foretell changes
2.
in the climate either natural or artificial;
3. determine, if possible, means to counter potentially deletedous
climatic changes.
Dr. Lukasik. Basically, what we are attempting to do is to learn as
much as we can about how world climate is determined so that we can
predict the effects of modification man might make in the environment.
In order to do this we must first devise a realistic and workable
mathematical model of the world's climate which will make it possible
to calculate future states very quickly. This is where the need for
a very powerful and fast computer comes in. Once we have a dependable
simulation model, then we can begin to introduce changes into it --for example, increasing the amount of water that is evaporated into
the atmosphere from a newly created large inland area --- and find out
what effect this would have on the world's climate. When we have
achieved this capability we will be able to evaluate, in advance,
the effects of such environmental changes as the announced Soviet
proposals to create large inland seas in the arid regions of Central
Asia and to melt large portions of the arctic ice along the northern
reaches of the U.S.S.R.
I think I should mention that, although a number of Government organizations are engaged in weather prediction and weather research, these
areas are by no means synonymous with the study of climate modeling
and modification. They are related, of course; the Nile Blue program
depends heavily on the numerical models and techniques developed for
weather prediction, adapting and extending them as required for the
long-term stability required for climate prediction. Because of this
dependence, continuous scientific interaction is maintained with the
weather research activities of the military services, National Oceanic
Atmospheric Administration, National Science Foundation, and so forth
both as a source of information for the ARPA program and as a possible
recipient of technical spin-off relevant to their concerns. (46)
1

In testimony in the following year before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee the Dept. of Defense gave the following justification for the
Nile Blue program, by then renamed Climate Dynamics.
(b): What is the justification for ARPA's sponsorship of the project?
Why shouldn't Climate Dynamics be transferred to a civilian agency?
The Soviet Union has invested considerable effort and resources in
developing a well organized and extensive program in climate modification research. The Director of the Soviet Hydrometeorological
Service has declared that active modification of climate is an
objective of this research. A number of specific projects have
been proposed to alleviate the harsh Russian climate with attendant
benefits to agriculture, navigation, and resource exploitation. These
include removal of the Arctic pack ice, damming of the Bering Straits,
and diversion of Siberian rivers.
These programs clearly might affect the climate of other parts of the
world, including the United States and its allies. Even marginal
changes in temperature and rainfall could clrastically damage agriculture, shipping, and indeed the entire economy. Military operations
would also be impacted if the boundaries of pack ice, the ice-free
seasons of naval bases, the frequency of obscuring clouds, etc. were
altered. Thus climatic changes are clearly potentially grave threats
to national security, and have consequent implications for military
planning
For these rea sons, it is incumbent upon the DOD to develop a ca pab il ity
to predict the climatic effects of foreign actions and to detect
modifications which may be in progress. With a scientifically credible
detection capability, world opinion and the instruments of national
power may be mobilized to reverse actions damaging to the national
interest. These specialized national security questions are incompatible with the mlssions of the civil agencies, whose meteorological
programs center on weather prediction and basic research in atmospheric
physics. (47).
There are several important points to be noted here:
- The Nile Blue program was an attempt to perform very large-scale theoretical global climate modeling/and was carried out by the major US military
advanced-R&D agency.
- It began several years after military weather modification operations were
initiated by the US Air Force in Indochina but probably had little or no
direct relation to them. (The program could, however, conceivably have
been catalyzed by thoughts of the possible spread of international
interest in weather and climate modification in subsequent years should
knowledge of the US
military operations become public.)
It was not justified in relation to any of the more often referred-to
limited weather modification programs of interest to the military services,
but was related to the grandiose Soviet schemes involving the Bering
Straits and the northward flow of Siberian rivers to the Arctic. 1969
was more than ten years after the first Bering Straits suggestions, but
cl-oser to the time the USSR began discussing major river diversions.

~

- 14 Such schemes would unquestionably produce extremely serious and real
international problems were they ever attempted, but these are not
essentially military problems. (The significance and danger of the
Soviet proposals are discussed in a later section of this chapter~
- It is possible that a global climate modeling research project could
not have been initiated before a requisite amount of computer capability
was provided -- which was in fact an integral part of the program.
- There was a great amount of "civilian" overlap in the R&D program.
- Finally, of interest to understanding other parts of this study is simply
the fact that ARPA was the agency involved. It was ARPA's institutional
role within the US Department of Defense to be responsible for very
advanced research that did not readily fit into any of the individual
military service missions (Army, Air Force or Navy), as well as being
still too far removed from weapon application. (48) At the same time
ho'We'ler ARPA also contained a branch that was concerned with R&D for
"counterinsurgency" mi 1itary operations -- Project Agil e, whi ch was
established in mid-1961 -- and was paradoxically the agency in the Dept.
of Defense that was instrumental in rapidly putting into field operation
in Indochina several other irregular or "exotic" forms of warfare:
herbicide operations ag?inst both crops and forests/and the use of forest
fires. All of these programs were applied extremely rapidly, with ve~y
little testing, with even less thought or knowledge of possible consequences, and in contravention of international rules of warfare.
The Nile Blue program made use of what was at the time the world's largest
computer, ILLIAC IV, the construction of which had also been funded by ARPA.
It would have to be considered of inestimable value if someone had decided
for once to anticipate the environmental effects of a proposed very large
scale man-made technological
intervention. One can only hope that this
is actually why the program was initiated. As already indicated, as early
as 1961 a RAND report on weather modification emphasized the complexity of
atmospheric processes and the interrelation of modification and prediction.
Perhaps it is also of interest that the only two reports that deal with
weather and climate prepared by the US Central Intelligence Agency that
have been publicly released deal with similar broad considerations of
weather, climate, food production,etc. (49) It is unlikely, however, that
the program was quite so benign. In 1962, years before the Nile Blue Program
was initiated, ARPA had contracted for a classified research project with ~~
title "Some Upper Atmosphere Aspects of Chemical Geophysical Warfare. (50)
1I

Clearly, the same information base described in the.ARPA Nile Blue
program could also eventually provide the ability to carry out attempts
at weather modification. It is inherent in the nature of the information.
\~e have already noted the contention that IItheir
research is IImilitary,1I
but ours
is just civil, even that funded by military programs. It is
interesting in view of the stated description of the Nile Blue program
that by 1975 it was reported that liThe National Science Foundation
gradually is taking over ARPA's weather/climate research.1I (51) The NSF
also jointly funds a substantial portion of oceanographic research that
has direct military application. This again impacts on the questions of
the importance -- or not -- of the amount of funding, its source (which
agency funds it out), its classification (public or secret), or the publicly
presented rationale for the program.
ll

lI

ll
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Weather Modification Used in War: 1967-1972.
Despite the great magnification of "the threat" from a potential opponent
that was expressed in 1958 to 1960 in the United States, it was the United
States that was the first nation to use weather modification as a weapon in
war. This took place in an extensive program in the Indochina Theater from
1967 to 1972. (52) It was this program that prompted the extreme efforts
at government secrecy and to hinder US Senate hearings in 1972, even though
the program had by then already been compromised in 1970 during the release
of authoritative government documents in the Pentagon Papers, and in greater
deM.il in 1972 in the public press. The program was not halted until it was
so compromised, and it is interesting that it was able to continue for five
years,- over the territory of several different nations (Laos, Cambodia, North
and South Vietnam) and with the knowledge of its existence available to
some 1,400 persons, before its disclosure.
In December 1966 the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff submitted to
President Lyndon Johnson three proposed plans -A, B, and C -- for future
military operations in Indochina. All of them included as point 4:
LAOS Operations -Continue as at present plus Operation POP EYE to
reduce trafficability along infiltration routes.
Authority/Policy Changes -- Authorization required to implement
operational phase of weather modification process previously successfully tested and evaluated in same area.
Risks/Impact -- Normal military operational risks. Risk of Compromise
is minimal. (53)
On February 21, 1967, after TET, in a review of possible escalatory actions,
the three plans were resubmitted, and all contained as point 8: "Cause
Interdicting rains in or near Laos".
liThe discussion section of the paper dealt with each of the eight
specific option areas noteing our capability in each instance to
inflict heavy damage or complete destruction to the facilities in
question." (54)
When these documents were published in the press versions of the Pentagon
Papers there was no immediate public response, although they did catch
the attention of one or two members of Congress, in particular Senator Pe11.
Dept. of Defense testimony subsequently described the 1966 testing phase
of the program
as follows:
,
In 1966, the Office of Defense Research and Engineering proposed a
concept of using these known weather modification techniques in

~

selected areas of Southeast Asia as a means of inhibiting enemy
logistical operations.
During October 1966, a scientifically controlled test of the
concept and seeding techniques was conducted in the Laos Panhandle.
The test was conducted under the technical supervision and control
of personnel frcim the Naval Ordnance Test Station:(now Naval
Weapons Center), China Lake, Calif., using in-theater resources.
Fifty-six seedings were conducted, and over 85 percent of the
clouds tested reacted favorably. On November 9, 1966, the
Commander in Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC) reported the test completed
and concluded that cloud-seeding to induce additional rain over
infiltration routes in Laos could be used as a valuable tactical
weapon.

l

The desired effects of rainfall on lines of communication are
naturally produced during the height of the monsoon season just
by natural rainfall. The objective was to extend these effects
over a longer period. It was neither necessary nor desirable
to increase the total rainfall above the levels experienced during
a normal heavy monsoon season. In fact, the normal variations in
total annual rainfall were greater than the variations we could
induce.
It is the consensus of the scientific community that the techniques
employed could not be used to create large uncontrolled storm
systems accidentally or purposely.
With the success of the pilot program and the considerations just
presented, the operational phase began on t~arch 20, 1967, and was
conducted each subsequent year duroi ng the ra i ny southwest monsoon
(March-November) until July 5, 1972.
The program was authorized three WC-130 and two RF-4C aircraft
with associated crews and maintenance personnel. These aircraft
provided two HC-130 and one RF-4C sorties per day, when required.
However, these aircraft, which operated out of Thailand, were not
dedicated exclusively to the cloudseeding missions. The WC-130's
also conducted tropical typhoon reconnaissance and tactical weather
reconnaissance support ril~!ssions. The annual cost of the total
program was approximately $3.6 million covering operation and
maintenance temporary duty pay, and seeding materials. (55)
The objective of the program was decribed as follows:
Increase Rainfall Sufficiently in Carefully Selected Areas to
Deny the Enemy the Use of Roads by:
(1) Softening Road Surfaces
(2) Causing Landslides Along Roadways
(3) Washing out River Crossings
(4) Maintain Saturated Soil Conditions beyond the Normal Time Span.

(56)

The purpose of the effort was to increase rainfall during the normal monsoon
season, and thus to disrupt Vietnamese logistics. 2,600 weather modification sorties were flown. Evidence presented by the Department of Defense
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indicates the effects were minimal -- rainfall during the monsoon season
averages about 21 inches and the induced rainfall is said to have been an
additional two to three inches.
The number of aircraft involved in the program was very small: five. The
total costs of the program for SiX years of operations was also very small
by Vietnam expenditure standards: $27 million. Thailand, the nation from
which the aircraft operated, was not informed.
The Royal Lao Government had given approval for interdiction efforts against
the trail system and we considered this to be part of the intefdiction effort~
The Royal Thai Government to my understanding was not informed. (57)
The code names of the program Operations Popeye, Intermediary, Compatriot,
all referred to the same program: "When the code names ... were uncovered
they were changed. (58) At one time some 1,400 people had the security
clearance enabling them to know of the operation.
1I

However, only one person in the Dept. of State was reportedly informed, the
Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs. No one in the US Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency was informed of the operation. The Dept. of Defense could
not report who in the Office of the President had "approved or cleared" the
programs/or whether information on the programs had been provided to the
office of the President only" ... for information or whether it was for
approval". (59) The list of major personnel who were informed of the program
was reported by the Department of Defense as follows:
The following categories of personnel were informed in varying
degrees as to the operation and its scope:
White House
Congress of the US -- Chairmen of DoD Jurisdictional Committees
Secretary of Defense
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Director of Defense Research and Engineering
Limited members of the staff of the Office of the Secretary of Defense
The Joint Chiefs of Staff
Commander-in-Chief Pacific
Commander, US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
Commander, $eventh Air Force
Limited members of staff supporting these officers
Operational crews and supporting personnel
Secretary of State and limited supporting staff
Director of CIA and limited supporting staff
DoD can verify that information was given to its personnel and the
Chairman of its Jurisdictional Committees. Categories of non 000
personnel listed represent DoD's best estimate of those informed.
(60)
The four Chairmen of the Committees of Congress with primary responsibility
for the operations of the Dept. of Defense (House and Senate Armed Services,

and House and Senate Appropriations) were, however, apparently not informed ~
until December 1971 by Director of Defense Research and Engineering John
S. Foster, on order of Sec. of Defense Laird.
In 1972 a National
Security Council Interagency Panel, known as the IIPollack Committee ll after
the name of the State Dept. Official who was its chairman,had carried out
a year-long study on the potential ecological and environmental dangers of
weather modification. The NSC Panel had requested information on the military
operations in Southeast Asia, and despite the IISecretll classification of its
own study, it had been denied any information on the operations. (61)
1I0ne former high-ranking official said in an interview that by the
end of 1971, the program, which had been given at least three
different code names since the middle 1960's, was under the direct
control of the White House . . . . 'This kind of thing was a bomb
and Henry restricted information about it to those who had to
know'.
. .. referring to Henry A.Kissinger, the Presidents
adviser on national security.1I (62)
Dept. of Defense witnesses appearing before the Committee on Foreign Relations
of the US Senate in July 1972 after these disclosures still refused to
answer any questions on the grounds that the subject was classified. They
replied that lithe position of the Department of Defense is that it will not
comment on operational uses in this area ll , and replied with liThe same answer
Mr. Chairman ll to all questions related to Southeast Asia. (63)
Information regarding the actual genesis of the idea for the program is
extremely sparse. Hersh reports the following:
The first experimental rain-making mission was flown by the CIA in
South Vietnam in 1963,*) but it was not until 1965 that a group of
Air Force scientists officially was ordered to start thinking of
ways to turn nature into a military tool
'We all sat down in a big brain-storming session,' said one of the
scientists who participated at the Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratories at Hanscomb Field near Bedford, Mass. 'The idea was
to increase the rain and reduce the trafficabi1ity in all of
Southeast Asia.'
Within a year, the Air Force and CIA began a highly secret rainmaking project over the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Laos, known as 'Operation
Pop-Eye'. There were heated protests from the State Department, and
eventually a directive from the Secretary of Defense Robert S.McNamara
ordering a halt to the project. Instead, well-qualified sources said
last week, 'it went underground -- into the dark.'
From 1969 through at least early this year, weather warfare was a
covert operation being directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff with
White House acquiescence.
(64)
JI':)

As noteq previously, this use by the CIA in 1963 was for the
purpose of controlling Buddhist demonstrations in Saigon.
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Dr. Gordon MacDonald's summary of the process, which he labeled "A
Bureaucratic Nightmare" in an official US government study, added several
important additional details.
While the overall impact of rainmaking in Southeast Asia appears
on the whole to have been minor, the manner in which the operation
was conducted provides useful insight into the operation of the
Governmental bureaucracies dealing with technical issues.
Early in 1966, the National Academy of Sciences published a report
which in a general way indicated that under some conditions rain
could be induced when otherwise it would not have fallen. As a
result of work conducted mainly at the Naval Ordnance Test Station
in China Lake, California, together with the Academy's favorable
view on rain-making, the Office of Defense Research and Engineering
proposed a concept of using rainmaking techniques in Southeast Asia
as a means of inhibiting the logistical operations of the North
Vietnamese along the Ho Chi Minh Trails. In October 1966 tests
using specially designed seeding equipment developed at China Lake
were conducted in the Laos Panhandle. It is not clear from the
unclassified literature whether these tests had either NSC or State
Department authorization, although a reading of the relevant
Congressional hearings indicate that the State Department was not
informed.
In November 1966, the Commander in Chief, Pacific, reported the tests
completed and forwarded the results to Washington for evaluation by
the Defense Department. The only persons outside the Security
establishment given access to the data were members of the staff of
the then-existent Office of Science and Technology and the President's
Scientific Advisory Committee. This latter group recommended to
President Johnson against the operational use of rainmaking techniques.
The reasons were both technical and political. The results of the
tests that had been conducted were inconclusive with respect to the
efficacy of rainmaking, and the military usefulness of increased
precipitation was doubtful. Most importantly, over the years close
cooperation and exchange of weather data among almost all countries
has been achieved. Meteorological data secured by other countries
is of great aid to weather forecasting in the United States and the
forecasts have a high economic value, certainly measured in the tens
of billions of dollars. If it became known that the United States
were using meteorological techniques as a weapon of war, then these
cooperative efforts might be threatened with consequent economic penalties.
The White House, presumably through the then-National Security Advisor,
Walt W. Rostow, authorized an operational phase which began on March
20, 1967, and was conducted each subsequent year during the rainy
Southeast Asia monsoon season until July 5, 1972. The areas seeded
were over Laos, Cambodia, and North and South Vietnam. Because the
program was considered so politically sensitive, responsibilities
for the program were lodged within that part of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff responsible for covert operations. Reporting was instituted to
limit knowledge of the program and the flights were reported through
normal channels as reconnaissance flights. Special communications
channels were used to describe the actual operations.

Since about 1,400 people were given access to information about
the project over the six-year period, leaks appeared in the press;
and in September 1971, Senator Claiborne Pell of Rhode Island as
chairman of the Subcommittee on Oceans and the International Environment requested the Department of Defense to provide information with respect to the program. By December DOD had replied that
the relevant chairmen of the committees of Congress with primary
responsibility for the Defense Department had been informed.
Finally, on March 20, 1974, the Defense Department provided Senator
Pell·s Subcommittee with a top secret briefing on weather modification activities in Southeast Asia . . . . The story of rainmaking
as a weapon of war became public when the top secret hearings were
declassified on May 19, 1974. (65)
It it these 1974 declassified Senate Hearings from which the previous pages
have been quoting. The ••... part of the Joint Chiefs of Staff responsible
for covert operations ... 11 referred to by MacDonald is the office of the
Special Assistant for Counterinsurgency and Special Activities, SACSA, an
agency that has traditionally had very Glose operating links to the US
Central Intelligence Agency. (66) The cloud seeding operations were flown
by the Air Weather Service of the Air Force. The exact role of the CIA in
these operations is unclear. One of the former government officials interviewed by Hersh commented that"the agency (CIA) was calli.ng-all the shots",
(61) but ~hese interviews supplied contradictory information at many
points, and MacDonald makes no mention of the CIA in his report. It is
clear, however, from Congression,al testimony by the US Dept. of Defense that
the CIA was also involved at least to some degree in various aspects of the
program. One witness alleged that there had been additional classified
wea~r modification programs than those reported to the Senate in 1974,(68)
When the Dept. of Defense w~nesses were asked about this both in 1974 and
1976, they replied that they could only reply concerning Dept. of Defense
activities, and that the Senate Committee
might check with another
government agencyll. (69) Finally the Dept. of Defense reported that
1I0ur research did reveal that an examination into the possibilities
of using soil destabilizing compounds to inhibit infiltration over
roads took place in the late 1960·s: however, the limited field
tests conducted had discouraging results, and the project was
abandoned.
(70)
II • • •

II

These attempts to spread so called lIemulsifiersli over portions of the
laotlCH\ Ho Chi Mi nh tri a 1 were apparently carri ed out by the CIA, and we.re.
opposed for operational reasons by the Air Force which felt that it endangered their flight crews: (There was no mechanical dispensing unit, and the
spreadin~ mechanism required
shoveling the compound in large quantities
by hand out of the open door of a low-flying C-130 aircraft.) The tes-
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tifying Air Force officer offered the judgement that in this case "I
think sound military judgement prevailed and came to the same conclusion". (71)
There was one other innovation that was carried out as a portion of the
program. Particular chemicals were added to the seeding units so as to
produce on acidic rain and these flights took place over North Vie~m in
particular in 1967 and 1968 in an attempt to foul radar antennaes that
directed ~etnamese surface-to-air missiles. (72) There is no evidence
as to whether the procedure had any effect in its alleged role, and the
flights over North Vietnam were a relatively small proportion of the tQtal
program, presumably due to the vulnerability of the aircraft.
The lessons of this history, in terms of policy process, are extremely
interesting. At the same time they are very clearly outside the routine
patterns and processes of military R&D weapon development and application.
Military interest in weather modification had developed only 16 years
before and R&D effG~ts were relatively minor despite the grandiose claims
sometimes made for the potential military benefits or threats. In addition
the culmination in
use in Indochina was probably to a large degree independent of that ongoing R&D program,although the technology and techniques
used in the field were developed by US Navy scientists and technicians in
the preceeding years. It' was the war in'Vietnam
that provided the
overriding context in which decisions regarding many military programs were
made in quite extraordinary ways. In this case there was very great interest
in the Office of the Director, Defense and Engineering to find innovations
developed by the Dept. of Defense's basic or applied sciences R&D funding
that could very rapidly be applied in the field in Vietnam and contribute
~~
to, US military effort. (73) The involvement of the CIA was also certainly
unique.
Weather modification was not the only example of an entirely new category
of weapon system with enormous long range military and arms control implications that was introduced in Vietnam, and ARPA, the Advanced Research
Projects Agency, was the agency directly involved in introducing several
others of these. The first of these was Herbicides. In July 1944,
President Roosevelt had resisted a suggestion advanced by some US scientists
to attempt to destroy the Japanese rice crop. (74) However in 1946 the
official US Merck Report on biological warfare efforts during WWII stated
that
"only the rapid ending of the war prevented field trials in an active
theatre of synthetic agents which would, without injury to human or
animal life, affect the growing crops and make them useless." (75)
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In this case personnel from the Forest Fire Laboratory of the US Forest
Service at Missoula, Montana, were sent to Vietnam to aid in the program.
IIARPA funded the US Forest Service to determine the technical
feasibility of destroying large areas of jungle growth by fire.
The active phases of this part of the project were conducted
in 1966 and 1967. 11 (86)
The Forest Servi ce prepared a cl assi fi ed report IIForest Fi re as a Mil itary
Weapon. II These efforts were reported by the government as essentially
unsucessful; however press reports at the time reported fires lasting
weeks and there were other indications that the program was more successful
than officially indicated. (87) ARPA was also responsible for a small
program using very large area blast effect Fuel Air Explosives. There were
also other programs for which ARPA was not responsible, such as the use
of gas, Napalm and Cluster Bomb Unit -- antipersonnel munitions. (88) Many
of those munitions: defoliants, crop herbicides, Napalm, gas, and cluster
munition antipersonnel bombs were all area weapons. These programs often
started on a relatively small scale but rapidly increased in magnitude;
weather modification in fact differed by starting at relatively close to
its peak annual levels of usage. In all of these cases the decisions to
Consideration and analysis for the
initiate use were made in secret.
most part followed the initiation of field operations rather than preceeded
\II,,..u".t.
it. The war in Vietnam
also Ivery large scale field operations of markedly
questionable judgement, such as secret bombing campaigns of neighbouring
countries (Cambodia), lIopen-fire zones, mass population transfers; it was
a war in which anything and everything seemed applicable. (89) All of these
programs --- the technological ones and the tactical ones --- shared one thing
in common: either total secrecy or secrecy as long as was managable.
ll

If we return to the decision making process on military weather modification
in particular, MacDonald's description states that the Presidents Science
Advisory Committee (PSAC) recommended against use. The consideration within
the government must have been extremely brief however; the Joint Chiefs of
Staff reported the 1966 Laos trials completed in November 1966, and requested
approval for an operational program in December 1966 and on February 21,
1967. President Johnson's National Security Advisor, Walt Rostow, approved
the program in time for it to begin on March 20, 1967. There cannot have
been much time given over to consideration. According to Hersh's interviews
IIRepeated State Department protests about the project led to a reevaluation by the Pentagon, a former Defense Department official
said, ',and McNamara killed it' ,II (90)

I

MacDonald does not report either of these events, and there is no public
record of Sec. McNamara's cancellation order. The former Secretary of
Defense has not spoken about the issue publicly. MacDonald referred to
the situation as "a bureaucratic night:mare", but it is not clear if
this included the secret countermanding
of an order by the Secretary
of Defense. The record of the sorties flown under the program does not
indicate any major interruption in the program. (9l). Regarding other
aspects of decisionmaking on Vietnam, Bernard Brodie has written that
.... most of the people whom McNamara gathered around him
had so much prestige because of their special skill in this
special area (systems analysis) that they were very free in
giving advice in various areas that had nothing to do with
systems analysis. And their advice was often accepted. It is,
I think, another example of the price we usually pay when a
certain kind of competence becomes unduly prestigious. I am
referring particularly to the results in Vietnam. (92)
There are no indications, however, that this judgement applied also to the
decisions on the use of weather modification in the war.
When the U.S. Senate began its queries in September 1971, and continued
these in March 1972, the government was noncooperative and actively obstructive.
In an effort to confirm or disprove the reports that the US was using weather
modification as part of its military operations in Southeast Asia, Senator
Pell, on September 23, 1971, wrote to the Pentagon requesting specific information about such activities. After four months of correspondence, the Defense
Department declined to answer the Senator's questions on the grounds that
such replies would endanger the national security.
On July 26 and 27, 1972, in a further effort to obtain information, the Subcommittee on Oceans and International Environment conducted hearings. During
those hearings, the Defense Department witness admitted that he was under
specific instructions not to discuss the operational uses of weather modification techniques for military purposes in Southeast Asia. "Chief among the
reasons for this inconclusive result were DOD's and the National Security
Council IS strong reservations about a total ban on the use of weather modification." The Department of Defense was even able to modify a proposal at
the June 1972 U.N. Conference on the Environment through a representative of
the Department present with the U.S. delegation~ The recommendation required
all governments to "carefully evaluate the likelihood and magnitude of climate
effects and disseminate their findings ... (and to) consult fully other
interested states
when activities carrying a risk of such effects are being
,
contemplated or implemented." The U.S. was successful in having the language

banning weather modification as it is on the decisions to initiate use of it.
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In March 1972, Senator Pell introduced a resolution that urged the
Executive to seek an agreement with other countries prohibiting the
use of weater modification as a weapon of war. An interagency group
was set up to prepare a coordinated response, though in fact the views
of NSC dominated. Basically, the position of the Executive was that
the Under Secretaries' Committee had undertaken a study of weather
modification in the spring of 1971, but that the study was not yet
completed and therefore it had come to no conclusions with respect to
military uses of weather modification. The reasons for this result
included DOD's and NSC's strong reservations and the fact that members
of the study group and most of the ~embers of the Under Secretaries'
Committee were not cleared for information with respect to the Southeast Asia operations and were not aware of them except through
speculation in the press. The extreme level of classification made
any meaningful investigation of the military uses of weather modification impossible even though the officials involved were in high
positions within their respective agencies.
While the Executive study led to no action, hearings on the Pell
resolution were held in July 1972, with Government officials in their
OMB-cleared testimony opposing enactment of the resolution. The Senate,
however, in July 1973, overwhelming adopted a slightly modified version
of the Pell resolution by roll-call vote. The Executive Branch did
not respond to the resolution so the issue was next joined at Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger's confirmation hearings in September 1973
when the Secretary-designate was asked about the Senate resolution.
The Secretary's reply came in the form of a November letter stating
that it was not yet possible to provide a coordinated Executive Branch
response to the Senate resolution.
Senator Pell continued his pursuit of the issue by calling for further
hearings in January 1974. As before, the Executive representatives
were less than forthcoming. However, the Department of State assured
the Committee that the President had directed the Department of Defense
to carry out a study of the military aspects of weather and other
environmental modification techniques. Needless to say, Senator Pell
and the public witnesses took a somewhat dim view of the Defense
Department studying its own activities. (96).
In an exchange with Secretary of Defense Schlesinger in March 4, 1974, only
two weeks before the Dept. of Defense finally provided the Senate Committee

~

- 28 on Foreign Relations with a classified briefing on the Southest Asian
activities, Senator Pell made clear that the Dept. of Defense was then
the sticking point in altering government policy.
Senator Pelle I am also very interested, as you know, in this question of unorthodox weaponry, geophysical modification, weather modification. I am curious to know what the reason is for the Defense
Department1s reluctance to move in the outlawing of those weapons
or does this come into the idea of new weapons development?
Secretary Schle~inger. Well, I am not fully versed in an answer,
Senator. Once again I think one has to indulge in gradations. May
I go off the record here.
(Discussion off the record.)
Senator Pelle There has been a good deal of thought given to it.
As you know, the North Atlantic Assembly adopted a resolution to
this effect unanimously. The Senate adopted one, I think, 82 to 10
to move in this direction. If rainmaking is excluded other things may
not be excluded. Rainmaking can be used for two purposes. It may be
used for getting rid of a cloudcover to rescue people. On the other
hand, it can be used for aggressive purposes. What we are saying here
is to use it for aggressive purposes would be wrong. I think every administration wants to find more areas of agreement that they can point
to with pride. What I have not been able to understand is why your
Department has been the sticking point on this really for several
years. It really is just DOD.
Secretary Schlesinger. It is a relatively new subject for me. I think
it is a question of definitions, what should be excluded and what should
not be excluded. You mentioned aggressive use. I think that brings
us to the question of offensive versus defensive use. If one uses rainmaking in order to interdict roads that may be offensive, but someone would regard it as defensive and as far less destructive inherently
than the use of other ways of interdiction.
Another source of support for the use of weather modification as a weapon
came from the Weather Modification Association, an extremely small professional group with a membership of 152 persons nearly all of whose members
were actively occupied in weather modification activities being carried out
by various government agencies, military and civil:
In considering a position for the Weather Modification Association
to take on the use of weather modification as a weapon of warfare,
care is needed to avoid purely emotional or speculative considerations.
Any expression of position may serve as an input to the formulation
of national policy, and therefore requires a well balanced and
scientific basis ....
At present the real capabilities of weather modification are in the
nature of overall marginal increments of precipitation, or marginal
decrements of hail, or very local effects such as clearing of fog
over airports. -Some of the possible uses of weather modification as
instruments in the conduct of war in the foreseeable future would
be along the lines of clearing airports, impeding enemy traffic and
limiting enemy commerce. Since the effects of these uses on men,
animals; and ecology in general are much milder and more transient
than those of guns, bombs, defoliants, and napalm, there is reason to
argue for the use of localized weather modification where possible,
as a humane replacement for modern weaponry.
(98)

Anyone familiar with the development of Chemical and Biological weaponry
and argumentation in its favour will instantaneously recognize the precisely
similar general arguments here:
- implicit or explicit labeling of arguments in opposition to weapon
development and use as lIemotional,"
- its own recommendation put forward as "scientific,"
- the claim that use is innocuous,
- en extremely narrow framework, ruling possible further developments, more
serious or more widespread use, out of consideration as IIspeculative,1I
though one knows this to be the historical process with every newly
introduced weapon system,
- the claim of relative IIhumaneness ll for this weapon as against others,
(together with)
- the pretense that this weapon category would be a IIreplacementll for other
weapons, rather than an increment to them, used together with all the
existing once to increase their total lethality,
- the blind eye turned to the historical experience that the most innocuous
weapon use, or uses for ostensibly special circumscribed situations, are
often purposely presented to win approval for the entry of the new weapon
system into the armory.
One notes Sec. Schlesinge~quick turning of the question into lIoffensive ll

~

or "defensive" uses,and one official quoted by Hersh replied with the standard
reply: "~~hat's worse, dropping bombs or rain?1I (99)
In addition it is notable that a recommendation for the use of weather
modification as a weapon seems incapable of the minimal sophistication
required to conceive of the quite real possibility that the use of weather
modification for civil purposes within one state might easily be suffic~ent
cause for war between neighboring states. An excell ent group of studies in
the early and mid-1970's set out in great detail the international implications of the use of weather modification in civil applications within one
nation on its neighbours, as well as the less "marginal" applications of
weather or climate modification as weapons that have already been considered. (100
An Attitude of the Past -- and the Future
Though this study is concerned with overt military programs, it might be
worth looking for a moment at this additional context. In 1975, Weiss
reported that
"Over sixty nations have experimented with modifying the weather, and
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at least a quarter of these either have or are considering an
operational program in some aspects of weather modification.1I

(101)

It is not difficult to find announcements such as the following:
"Use of satellite and sounding rocket data to develop a mathematical
map of Brazil's atmosphere in the hopes of gaining knowledge that
will permit Brazil, by seeding or other methods, to initiate basic
climatological changes, particularly in areas of the nation that
experience heavy rainfalls over a short span of time followed by
prolonged dry periods. Data on which to base the model are being
collected by the CIA institute from both U.S.satellite and Brazilian
sounding rockets." (102)
" 'Weather Modi fi cati on - Indi a's new weapon' ... Indi a wi 11 soon
enter the exciting new world of weather modification, which seeks
in the long run to control weather and tailor it to man's needs." (103)
By 1970 developing nations were already being enjoined to employ commercial
weather modification services. (104) Yet the step to charges of military
implications could be shorter than at first imagined. This can quickly be
demonstrated in three ways.
The first vas already noted in the attention given to various large-

scale Soviet project proposals by ARPA. If the weather modification is large
enough and is conti nued for a 1019 enough peri od of time, its affects coul d
be considered "strategic" on neighboring or even on distant states. (He will
return to this in the discussion which follows in a moment.) Secondly, it
appears that in some years, US military services carried out requests for
weather modification on behalf of several developing nations. The US Air
Force and the US Navy collaborated in a project with the Phillipine government
in 1969 called Gromet II whose purpose was rain enhancement. (105) IIOther
operational attempts to assist in drought mitigation were conducted by the
Air Force in Panama, Portugal, (in the Azores) and Okinawa." (106) It is
Qotable that there are very major US military facilities in all of these
locations, and both the military and the US government may have been anxious
in these circumstances to offer its technical aid to the host governmeht.
Several African nations suffering drought and mass starvation in the Sahel
requested cloud-seeding assistance from the United States shortly after the
seeding of the Azores area, but these requests were denied. The US Navy had
reportedly tried to aid India in 1967 with cloud seeding operations at a
time of drought, but apparently with little success. The US Navy did
however carry out requests for weather modification on behalf of some additional number of developing nations. The total extent of these activities is
not publicly known and they must be considered to have been extremely short
sighted, if for no other reason than to avoid accusations against the United

States by rations neighboring to the. one in which the operations were
carried out.
Thirdly, the model for direct charges of interference in weather (aside
from the acknowledged US program in Indochina) -- in one case so as to
purposefully harm another state and in the second case as an unplanned
consequence -- already exists .. In both cases the changes were made against
the United States. In the first case Lowell Ponte claimed
that the
Central Intelligence Agency and the Pentagon cooperated in a program to
seed clouds near Cuba so that they would drop their rain before reaching
the island, thus causing a drought.1I The efforts allegedly took place
in 1969 and 1970 in order to damage Cuba's sugar crop.
(107) The US
Department of Defense replied that "We have never conducted weather modification around CUba.
(108) In the second case the director of the geographical
research center of the University of Mexico implied that the United States
was to blame for the disastrous effects of Hurricane Fifi over Honduras in
1974 by having diverted the course of the hurricane at an earlier stage. (109)
He claimed that the normal course of hurricanes circling inside the Gulf of
Mexico was to find them terminating and dissipating in the Rio Panuco area
of Mexico. However, he contended that the effort by the United States to
alter< Fifi IS course (by silver iodide cloud seeding) so that it would not hit
the coast of Florida and cause economic damage there, had caused the hurricane
to stabilize over Honduras for several days. The question of a Hurricanels
dynamics and eventual pathway after an attempt to divert it can be debated.
That is not the point. The pOint is exactly that the situation becomes indeterminate and ambiguous, and that an effort to prevent economic damage in
one area by weather modification techniques may cause -- to use the Honduras
example -- extensive loss of life elsewhere. In the case of Hurricane Fifi
8,000 people reportedly died and extremely Widespread devastation of the
major agricultural crop of a small underdeveloped nation took place.
II • • •

II • • •

II

11

However, both of these examples are single non-continuous events, and they
pale into triviality in comparison to the Soviet Unions proposals for programs
w.ith major internationa 1 long-duration effects.
The USSR has reported plans to divert the flow of some rivers from their
present course which flows north and empties into the Arctic Ocean and
instead to turn their flow south to the Aral and Caspian Basin. (110) Diversion
of this sort \'.Ould mean that the fresh \vater nhail:;.nomnally flows into the Arctic
and freezes at a more rapid rate than salt water would no longer be available.
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These changes are large enough to raise possible implications in the area
of climatic change and some initial calculations have suggested that diversion
of the northward flowing rivers on a sufficiently large scale could initiate
melting of the Arctic Ocean ice pack.
Inflow of Pacific water into the Arctic Basin is estimated to be 300,000 m3/sec.
The total flow of fresh water is estimated at 160,000 m3/sec., of which
100,000 m3/sec. is contributed by the rivers of the USSR. The rivers mentioned
in the plan, the Ob, Yenisei and Pechor~ contribute 30-35,000 m3/sec. A
significant decrease in the inflow of fresh water would increase the salinity
of the first few hundred meters of Arctic water, thereby decreasing ice formati~~>
lowering the albedo and raising the temperature. One school of thought hypothesizes that such a change might result in an ice free Arctic during the summer.
If this did occur, the semi-permanent low pressure belt, the subtropical high
pressure belt and the inter-tropical convergence zone would experience a north~
ward shift. If the general circulation was changed in this manner, the
following climatic changes could occur:
an increase of precipitation north of 70 0 latitude;
1.
2.
shift of monsoon rains into' arid areas;
3.
melt of some areas of perma frost;
4.
decrease of precipitation in the zone between 40 0 and 50 0 north, with
a probable increase in evaporation;
5.
some rise in sea level.
(111 )
While the alterations which could result in these terminal changes could
produce local benefits, they could also cause a dislocation of agriculture
in the entire northern hemisphere and in three of the worlds major grain
producing nations: the USA, Canada and the USSR, and a resulting possible
disaster in many of the thickly populated, highly developed countries. This,
in turn, would have unknown effects on mankind in general.
Even a small diversion of 5 to 15% of the flow of the rivers mentioned
could have far reaching effects. Therefore, this or any other plan of
action which mlilght result in a climatic change should at the very minimum
be carefully studied and delayed until man is confident and can predict the
results, which might not be observable until several decades have passed. In
1979 a meeting OT government experts under the joint auspices of the World
Meteorological Organization and the United Nations Environment program
proposed that:
States should ensure that an assessment is made of the environment
consequences of prospective weather modification activities under
their jurisdiction or control which are likely to have an effect

on areas outside their national jurisdiction, and, either directly
or through l~MJ, make the results of such an assessment available
to a 11 con cerned States. (112)
This is something that the USSR has certainly not done.
The motivation to push ahead with such developments -- if not quite such
sizable ones -- and to run the risk of the potential consequences comes
from a wide variety of sources: ~rom the USSR, from developing nations,
from the WMO and UNEP, and on occasion even from the United States. In an
address before the United Nations in September 1961, President John F.Kennedy
proposed a four-point program for the peaceful use of outer space to be
developed under the auspices of the United Nations. One part of the program
consisted of an international collaborative effort lIin weather prediction
and eventually in weather control. II Some day this may be recognized to have
been as short sighted a proposal as President Eisenhower's' IIAtoms for Peace
proposal is now recognized to have been in regard to nuclear weapons proliferation. The General Assembly responded with a unanimous resolution calling
upon Member States, governmental and nongovernmental organizations, to develop
programs which would advance the state of the atmospheric sciences leading
to a surer knowledge of the basic physical forces affecting climate, to the
improvement of weather forecasting and to the exploration of the possibilities
and limitations of large-scale weather modification.
ll

In 1971, the World Plan of Action for the Application of Science and
Technology to Development recommend weather modification among an absolute
cornucopia of other ways to raise agricultural and resource productivity. (113)
There must be literally twenty different ways to achieve the same end of
increased rates of development. If so, is it absolutely necessary to push
ahead with all twenty, if the other nineteen would achieve the same end
and at the same time are innocuous,while one contains the kind of military
and international implications indicated in the literature? From what we
know of past historic behavior, the chances of abuse of anything with
promise of short term reward in its abuse that is developed to the point
of operational utility is nearly 100 percent. One must not do everything
just because it becomes physically or technically possible to do it. Few
social attitudes from the recent historical past, in particular this
attitude towards application of new technology, are more certain to end
man as a species if not brought into perspective and brought under control.
Weapon development in general -- and weather modification as a weapon in
particular -- 'is only one example of the social application of such technical
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possibilities. Others exist entirely in the civilian, non-military
sphere. The concept of estimation of risk, and baJance of benefit and
risk --- including long term risk and the absolute necessity to include
the possibility of weapons application on the cost side -- in short,
"technology assessment," finally made its initial inroad into government
planning in the 1970's. It is a concept that should not be foreign to
suggestions made for the sake of development either. Quite often when
there are obvious military applications, there will be extensive pressure
from military research directorates or research groups to push civil
applications as well, to popularize the technology, to make it acceptable
and conventional, to broaden the research base, to dev'elop independent
centers of institutional pressure. (114)
There is no reason for "development" to be coopted in this process. In
fact, it would seem to be a particularly perverse outcome. There are other
ways to achieve the same ends, without the same enormous risks. The analysis of alternative solutions, often ones already at hand without the
development or employment of new technology, is an integral part of
technology assessment.

The Interactions of International Negotiations
The points of interest to this paper in the treaty negotiation process
would be any insights it would provide about the attempts to control
arms races via control of weapon development.
In July 1972 Senator Pel1 's Subcommittee on Oceans and International
Environment of the Foreign Relations Committee held hearings on a
proposed resolution to express the sense of the Senate that the
Government should seek international agreement on a treaty prohibiting
the use of any environmental or geophysical modification activity
as a weapon of war. At that time, a State Department official, .
presenting the position of the Executive Branch, observed that "it
goes without saying that the Administration would not use techniques
for climate modification for hostile purposes even whould they come
to be developed.
He did not, however, make a similar statement concerning weather modification techniques, but said that the Government considered IIthat the factual basis itself is insufficient to
make possible any fundamental decisions on whether a treaty dealing
with military aspects is feasible and desirable.
It therefore
recommended against adoption of the proposed resolution as premature.
The National Academy of Sciences had already urged the Government
to initiate a United Nations resolution to this effect.
Although Senator Pell did not obtain a vote on his resolution in
1972, in November the North Atlantic Assembly adopted a similar
proposal, recommending to the NATO members a treaty to prohibit
the use of geophysical modificaiton, "except for peaceful purposes
and for the betterment of mankind, and for purposes which have no
effect on the ecological balance. Then, with the bipartisan support
of 18 other senators, Pell reintroduced his resolution in 1973. In
July, the Senate adopted it by a vote of 82~lO. The resolution
"call(ed) upon the U.S. government to seek the agreement of other
governments to a treaty prohibiting the use of any environmental
or geophysical modification activity as a weapon of war, or carrying
out any research or experimentation directed thereto."
The Department of State's spokesman, recalling that Secretary
Kissinger had assured the Senator that the matter would be looked
into "to determine how the Executive Branch might be responsive
to the Pell resolution, announced that the President had "directed
that a study of the military aspects of weather and other environmentmodification techniques be undertaken. 1I Further steps by the
Administration would be decided "subsequent to the findings of
this study and (an inter-agency) review of these findings.1I The
Defense Department was given sole authority for conducting the study.
The President's directive had been issued so recently before the
hearings, however, that the Defense witness did not yet know its
terms or who would be directing it. (115)
1I

1I

1I

ll
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On July 3, 1974, at one of the SALT summit meetings between Soviet Party
Secretary Brezhnev and U.S. President Nixon, the two countries issued a joint
statement saying that they would initiate discussions on the subject of
environmental modification.
On August 21, 1975, the United States and the USSR submitted a draft treaty
to outlaw weather or other environmental modification as a weapon to the
United Nations Conference on the Committee of Disarmament, the CCD. (116)
The draft treaty consisted of nine articles and was presented to the ceo on
the last week of its 1975 session. The proposed treaty prohibited nations
from engagi ng in "military or other hostile use of environmental modification
techniques having widespread, long lasting, or severe effects as the means of
destruction, damage or injury to another state." All the ratifying nations
would also be committed "not to assist, encourage or induce any state, group
of states or international organization to engage in such activities." There
were a series of crucial ambiguities both in the July 1974 joint US-USSR
statement, and in the 1975 draft treaty. It developed that the official use
of the phrase "climate modi fi cati on" meant somethi ng differe nt from "weather
modification," " ... the distinction is that climate modification is a long
term permanent effect: weather modification is a short term temporary effect.
This distinction is used in the relevant scientific community and it was made
clear in official US testimony that the choice of words in the joint 1974
statement was conscious and deliberate; "u. through those statements they
were not saying anything with reference to (weather) modification techniques~'
Further
these communiques are drafted rather carefully and would suggest
"
that we weren1t necessarily looking for ways to eliminate the use of
environmental modification techniques, but only dealing with some of
the dangers that mi ght fl ow from the ir use."
Put bluntly by Dr. Weiss,
" ... we need a ban on the future use of weather and climate modification for hostile purposes. The United States--Soviet statement of
last July on the use of environmental modification for military
purposes is a useful initiative. But we need to be careful that
we do not end up with a partial agreement with the Soviets which
bans the techniques neither side was planning to use and legitimizes
the use in warfare of the weather modification techniques that are
more nearly ready for use." (117)

II

It did not appear that this situation had been essentially changed in the
1975 US-USSR draft treaty. The emphasi s on IItechniques hav i ng wi despread,
long lasting or severe effects" immediately suggested to observers that
the language and perhaps the intent and the effect would be to ban only
those modification activities that could cause catastrophes, not those
with short lived effects or those concentrated on a small geographic area.
Again the focus seemed to be on "exotic forms of warfare, the earthquakes,
tidal waves, modification of the ozone layer, production of drought and
climatic changes, etc., relatively further off in the future, and that the
draft treaty would probably not ban exactly the sort of weather modification
that the United States had carried out in the Indochina Theater. (118)
ll

The administration kept sending letter of clarification to Congress, which
appeared to remove the ambiguities, but in the end apparently did not. The
first letter, on September 1975 from the Director of the U.S. Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency, Dr. Fred Ikle, to Representative Gilbert Gude of the
U.S.House of Representatives, stated
... the current parallel U.S. and Soviet texts would lead to the
prohibition of any substantial or significant military or other
hostile use of environmental modification techniques ....
The second article of the draft convention defines the term
"environmental modification techniques" to include weather as well
as climate modification techniques. Distinctions that are sometimes drawn between the weather and the climate would not in any
way exclude weather modification from the prohibition of the
draft convention. Thus, hostile uses of weather modification
techniques having widespread, long-lasting, or severe effects
would be prohibited.
There were still the caveats, "substantial or significant and the
" ... widespread, long lasting, or severe effects ... ", which would obviously
be open to various interpretations. Further clarification was given on
September 24, 1975, in a .econd letter from Dr. Ikle:
The term "environmental modification techniques", as used in the draft,
encompasses all forms of weather modification, including precipitation
modification,~and the dispersal or creation of fog. The Convention
would prohibit any hostile use of such techniques having widespreadlong-lasting or severe effects as the means of destruction, damage or
injury to another State Party. Thus, the Convention would permit the
non-hostile use of weather modification techniques, for example fog
dispersal to facilitate the launch or recovery of aircraft at one's
own airfields, since this does not constitute use as a means of
des tructi on, damage or i nj ury . (119)
ll

,

However during 1976, still within the tenure of the Ford administration
(and Henry !issinger as Secretary of State J the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency published a small booklet, "Environmental Harfare; Questions
and Answers", which contained the following:
and Dr.

Ikl~

as the Director of ACDA)
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(Question)
(Answer)

Would attempts at rainmaking, such as those undertaken
by the United States in the Viet-Nam war, be prohibited
by this convention?
The governing phrase is "widespread, long-lasting, or
severe effects". If rainmaking techniques could be
employed in such a way as to have effects of the described magnitude, then they would be prohibited. (120)

Discussion and Lessons
This study has sketched a process that began in the early and mid-1950's.
The military literature and public and Congressional commentators
described both the most dire consequences if a military weather modification capability should be developed by the USSR, as well as a great
cornucopia of possible military applications for US forces. John von Neuman,
one of the most influential American science advisors to the Dept. of
Defense, stated in 1965
Present awful possibilities of warfare may give way to other
even more awful. After global climate control becomes possible,
perhaps all our present involvements will seem simple. We should
not deceive. ourselves: once such possibilities become actual,
they will be exploited. It will therefore, be necessary to
develop suitable new political forms and procedures.
However, within a year of his remarks, the United States initiated the
first recorded use in warfare, covertly, of a new weapon technology never
before used, for which there were quite enormous implications, almost inestimable dangers, of the extensive use in either military or civil applications. Within a short time there was built up a sufficient degree of
interest in this new form of warfare by the US military for them to actively
oppose porposals between 1972 and 1974 for international measures to prohibit
its use as a weapon. The interest was not so strong, however, that it
prevented the relatively rapid achievement of a treaty. The degree of
restraint that this imposed will remain to be seen in the future.
/Discussion to be further enlarged./
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